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The wave and scattering operators for the equation (Cl + m2) cp + I$ = 0 with 
m, 1> 0 on four-dimensional Minkowski space are analytic on a neighborhood of 
the space of finite-energy Cauchy data, L’,‘(Iw-‘) 8 L’(iw’). This allows the construc- 
tion of infinitely many independent conserved quantities with vanishing Poisson 
brackets and implies that the massive (pJ theory is completely integrable at low 
energy. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We begin by recalling some basic facts about scattering for the massive 
(p4 theory equation, 
(0 +m2)cp+llq3=0, m > 0, 120, (1) 
where cp is a real function on Minkowski space MO, which we identify with 
R4 given the coordinates (IX,,, xl, x 2, x3) = (x,, x). Let L4,r( KY’) denote the 
Sobolev space of functions on R” with r derivatives in L4, where here and 
in what follows all function spaces are of real functions unless otherwise 
specified. The space of finite-energy Cauchy data, H, is defined as the 
Hilbert space L2-‘(R3)@ L2(W3) with norm given by 
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Given u E H there is a unique distributional solution cp of (1) with 
U= (cp, @)(.~O=O. Let I’(t) U= (q, @)I,,,=,. Then V is a strongly continuous 
one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms of H. In the special case i = 0, ( 1) 
reduces to the linear Klein-Gordon equation, and we denote the corre- 
sponding one-parameter group by U. For all r E R, U(t) is an orthogonal 
linear operator on H. I’ may be defined in terms of U via an integral equa- 
tion: if N denotes the function from H to H given by N(u,, u?) = (0, - iuf), 
then 
v(r)u=U(t)u+S’U(f-S)N(V(S)rr)dS. 
0 
For any u E H, there exist u + , u E H such that 
lim I(U(t)u, - V(r)ull =O, 
t-r +cc 
or, equivalently, 
.I 
u +=u+ lim 
J 
U( --s) N( V(s) u) ds. 
I-+x 0 
In fact there are homeomorphisms, the wave operators W+ : H + H, such 
that W, (u+) = u. The scattering operator S: H + H may thus be defined 
by S=(W+)-’ W-. 
The most natural way to prove the existence of the limit above is to 
prove absolute convergence of the integral j ? z U( -s) N( V(s) u) ds. By the 
Sobolev inequalities it suffices to show that 
17 
cp( t, .u)~ dt dt<m. 
R’ 
In other words, it s&ices to show that cp E L3(L6), where we write LP(Ly) 
for LP(R, Lq( R3)). Though this has been shown for u satisfying various 
decay conditions [8, 111, it has never been shown for all u EH. Thus 
Strauss took an indirect approach, whereby for all sufliciently small u E H 
he proved the existence of the limit without proving absolute convergence 
of the integral [12, 131. By a substantial elaboration of Strauss’ method, 
Brenner [4] was able to construct an everywhere-defined scattering 
operator S: H + H. 
In fact, cp E L3(L6) for all u E H. Let Lp(L4.‘) denote Lp( R, L4.‘( R3)) and 
let X= L’C(L2q’)nL3(L6), a Banach space with the norm 
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Then we have: 
THEOREM 1. If u E H and cp is the unique distributional solution of ( 1) 
with u = (cp, 4 )I xo = ,,, then cp E X. Moreover, for some neighborhood 52 of the 
origin of H the map u H cp is analytic from Q to X. 
By “analytic” we mean real-analytic, that is, infinitely Frechet-differen- 
tiable with a locally norm-convergent Taylor series. Our proof of 
Theorem 1 makes use of Brenner’s work and recent work of Marshall, who 
essentially proved that u E H implies cp E X in the linear case [6]. 
Theorem 1 has as a consequence: 
THEOREM 2. The operators W,, S: H -+H are analytic in a 
neighborhood Q of the origin of H. 
Theorem 2 strengthens earlier results of Raczka and Strauss [lo] and 
the authors [3]. The analyticity of the wave operators in a neighborhood 
Q of the origin allows the construction of infinitely many analytic functions 
Fi: 52 + R that are conserved quantities for the nonlinear time evolution 
V(t). In fact, the massive cp’ theory is completely integrable at low energy. 
To make this precise, recall that the space H has a symplectic structure 
O.I given by 
w(u, v) =J= (u,vz-uzv,)d3x, 
X” = , 
where u, v E T,H are tangent vectors identified with vectors in H. The 
following propositions extend the work of Morawetz and Strauss [9]: 
PROPOSITION 1. The operators W, , S: H + H are symplectomorphisms 
on a neighborhood 52 of the origin of H. 
PROPOSITION 2. For all tE[W, V(t)= W+ U(t) W;‘. 
Using the above propositions we obtain the following: 
THEOREM 3. There exists a neighborhood Q of the origin of H that is 
invariant under V(t) for all t E R, and there exist analytic functions 
F,: 52 + R such that for all j and all t E R, V(t)* F, = F,. There exist vector 
fields v, on Q such that 
dFi=o(vj, .). 
Moreover: ( 1) For all j and k, w(v,, vk) = 0. (2) Generically, i.e., except for 
u in a set of first category in 0, the subspace L = {v E T,H: YjdFj(v) = 0} 
is isotropic in T,H. (That is, co(v, w) =0 for all v, U’E L.) 
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In other words, the functions Fi are a complete set of integrals of motion 
for the massive (p4 theory at low energy, with pairwise vanishing Poisson 
brackets. (For a discussion of complete integrability see, for example, [ 11.) 
A similar result has been obtained for the massless (p4 theory without any 
such “small data” condition [Z]. If one could show that the map u H cp is 
analytic from all of H to X, then the “small data” condition in Proposi- 
tion 1 and Theorems 2 and 3 could be omitted. 
2. PROOF OF ANALYTICITY 
First we note that Theorem 1 holds for the linear Klein-Gordon equa- 
tion. Given u E H, let cpO denote the unique distributional solution of the 
linear Klein-Gordon equation ( 0 + m2) cpO = 0 with (cp,,, &)I r,,o=O = U. 
LEMMA 1 (B. Marshall). IlcpOIIx$c IIu(I~. 
Proof. Marshall proved this in the case where cpO I ho = 0 = 0; we defer the 
proof to the Appendix. 1 
We write the solution to ( 1) with initial data u E H as 
cp(t)=cp,(t)-2 j’K(t-s)cp(.~)~ds, 
0 
where K(t) = B-’ sin rB and B= jd + m2. We will use the following 
estimates on K(t): 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that l/q + I/q’ = 1, 1 < q’ <q < ,x, 6 = l/2 - l/q, and 
56 = r’ - r + 1. Then 
where 
k(t) 6 
i 
ctr6 if te(O, 11; 
ctp36(ln( 1 + t))26 if tE [l, Cc)). 
ProoJ This follows from Brenner’s estimate A [4], but we present a 
simplified proof in the Appendix. 1 
LEMMA 3. Given cpI, (pz, ~,EX, let 
$(t) = j; K(t -s) cp,(s) (PAS) (Pi ds. 
Then $EX and the map (cp,, cp2, (p,)t-+$ is analyticfrom X3 to X. 
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Proof: Since the map (cp,, qr, cpJ) H tj is multilinear it suffices to show 
that 
Let F(t, s) = K(t -s) q,(s) (p?(s) cp3(s). By Holder’s inequality 
(2) 
We estimate the first factor using Holder’s inequality as follows: 
Gc’ lIcp,llx Ilcpzllx Il’p3llx. (3) 
To treat the second factor, we first note that by Lemma 2, 
where k E L’(R). It follows from Young’s inequality that for some constant 
M 
Writing Qi for q,(r), by Holder’s inequality we have 
11 @I @2 @3 lI8!7, I 
where the dots indicate two terms obtained from the first by cyclic per- 
mutations of 1, 2, 3. Using Holder’s inequality again we obtain 
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By Lemma 4 below, for some constant c, 
It follows that for some constant c, 
Thus (4) implies that for some constant M, 
!lM F(t3 r48)I-911L3,R, ~WIlcp,ll. Ilcp*llx II%IIxT:9. (5) 
By (2), (3), and (5) we have for some constant C, 
Il~llL~ILqQC II’PIIIX IIcpzllx Ilcp,I/x~ 
To complete the proof it thus suffices to prove that 
ll~llL’,L~.~,< C’ Ilcp,llx IIcp*llx lhllx 
for some constant C’. This may be seen as follows: for all t E [w, 
by Holder’s inequality. 1 
LEMMA 4. For some constant c, for all cp E X, 
lIdI L”(L?4’)3 ll(PllL’4(L24~5) G c llcpllx. 
Proof. It follows from the Sobolev inequalities that if r E [2,6], 
II cp II LX(L’IV Il’plIL],L6,~C II’PIIX. 
Therefore by the Riesz-Thorin theorem llrpll LptLq,<c Ilcpllx if llp=W3 and 
l/q= 13/6 + (1 -0)/r, where 0~ 196 1. If we choose tI= f, r= SE [2, 63, 
then 
1 1 -=- 
P 8’ 
‘=‘+“=_I_. 
q 16 48 24’ 
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hence ll~llL~(L24~~l G c IId x. If we choose 8 = $, r = YE [2,6], then 
1 1 -=- 
p 24’ 
‘=L+9=I. 
q 48 48 24’ 
Proof of Theorem 1. Given UE H, let cp be the unique distributional 
solution of ( 1) with (cp, @)I .rg = O = U. It follows from conservation of energy 
that ~EL”(L~.‘); so to show that VEX, it suffices to prove ~EL.~(L’). 
The proof resembles that of Lemma 3. Writing 
v(t) = coo - 1 j’ K(t - s) 4~)~ 4 
0 
by Lemma 1 it suffices to show that tj E L3(L6), where 
t,+(t)= -$L-(t-s)yl(s)‘ds. 
By Holder’s inequality, 
IW(~)ll6 G IlWW9 IlwN:‘9. (6) 
By conservation of energy, the first factor is bounded by a constant 
independent of t: 
IIt4~)112~ II~o(f)llz+ Ilcp(f)llzGC. 
To treat the second factor, we note that by Lemma 2, 
(7) 
By Lemma 5 below, for some constant c, 
so by conservation of energy, for some constant C, 
(8) 
for all t. 
It follows from (6), (7), and (8) that for some constant c, 
lbhtt)116 G c 
(J 
‘k(t-s) Ilcp(s)ll~ds 
0 > 
819 
. (9) 
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Brenner’s theorem 1 in [4] implies that q~L”(f.‘). It follows that 
IIcp(s)ll ;;‘E Lsi3. Since ke L’(R), it follows from Young’s inequality that 
so by (9), $ E L3(L6) as desired. 
We prove that u H cp is analytic for small u using the contractive map- 
ping technique. This will also provide a different proof that cp E X for small 
u E H. By Lemmas 1 and 3, there is an analytic map R : H x X -+ X given by 
R(u, $1(t) =coo - 1 j-’ K(t - s) IL(s13 ds, 
0 
where cpO is as above. 
By Lemmas 1 and 3 we can choose c such that 
1 j; 41-s) cp,(s) (~26) cp,b) ds 
/I 
Gc Ilcp,llx llcp2llx II(~2llx 
X 
and 
ll~ollxdc II4IH. 
Choose r > 0 such that 16cr2 < 1. Suppose that c Ilull H < r, so that 
11 c,zJ~II x < r. Then we claim that the map R(u, . ) : X + X preserves the open 
set 
E= {ICIEX: II+vollx<r), 
and is a contradiction on this set. If cp E E, then 
IIR(u, $I-cpollxdc IIII/II:~cW-cpollx+ lIrpollx)3<~~ 
so R(u, rl/) E E. Moreover, if $, , 11/2 E E, then 
jlR(u, I+$[)-R(u, 1,+2)/lx=~ 
II 
I‘rK(‘-s)(~,(s)l-1/1’(5)3)ds 
0 I/ X 
Given u E H there is a unique cp E X such that R(u, (p) = cp. Since R(u, ) 
is a contraction of the open set E if c /lull H < r, it follows from the analytic 
implicit function theorem [3] that the function UH cp is analytic from 
{u: c Ilull,<r} to X. 1 
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LEMMA 5. For some constant c, 
llf’118/7.L G c llfll:i: lIfll~Z 
for allf~LZ.‘([W3)nL8([W3). 
Proof Since 
llf311s!7,1 s llf3118!7 + 3 Ilf’Vfll8~7~ 
it suffices to estimate each of the terms on the right side. For the first term, 
Holder’s inequality implies 
Ilf311 8,‘7 G llfll c2 llfll ::,I? 
and since 24/11 E [2, 61, the Sobolev inequalities imply 
llf3118;7 G c lIfll;~2 llfll:!:. 
For the second term, Holder’s inequality implies 
Iv-’ VII *;-I Q Ilf’ll g;3 IIVII 2 6 llfll Y Il./-II A:: IIVII 29 
and since ! E [2,6], the Sobolev inequalities imply 
Il./-’ VII,., s c U-II p lb-II:::. I 
Proof of Theorem 2. The map u H cp given by Theorem 1 is analytic 
from a neighborhood Q of the origin of H to L3(f.6). It follows that for 
UEQ the inverse wave operators are given by 
w;+4=u+ +_= 5 W-SW, -Ms)~) 4 0 
the integral converging absolutely in H, and that W ; ’ : L2 + H are 
analytic. It is easily seen that the derivative of the maps W ;’ at the origin 
is the identity operator on H. It follows from the analytic inverse function 
theorem [3] that the maps W+ are also analytic on a neighborhood of the 
origin of H. Since S = ( W, ) -’ W- , the map S is analytic on a 
neighborhood of the origin of H as well. 1 
3. PROOF OF COMPLETE INTEGRABIL~TY 
Proof of Proposition 1. Morawetz and Strauss [9] have shown that 
o(dW, u, dW, w) = o(u, rv) (10) 
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if U, M’ E T,,9 and u E 9, where g is a certain dense subspace of H such 
that W, : 9 -+ 9 is a diffeomorphism. By Theorem 2, the maps W+ are 
real-analytic on a neighborhood Q of the origin of H, so (10) holds for all 
tl.rcET,HifuEQ. 1 
Proof of Proposition 2. This follows directly from the definition of the 
maps Wk. I 
Proof of Theorem 3. Note that by conservation of energy there exist 
arbitrarily small neighborhoods of the origin in H that are invariant under 
V(t) for all t, namely those of the form 
i. 
my+u;)+-u’:<& 
4 
Choosing 52 small enough, by Theorem 2 and Propositions 1 and 2, W 1’ 
is an analytic symplectomorphism from Q to a U(t)-invariant neigh- 
borhood R’ of the origin of H, and WI’ intertwines the action of V(t) on 
R with the action of U(t) on Q’. Thus it suffices to prove the theorem for 
the action of U(t) on Q’, that is, in the free case. 
Given k E R’, let k,= (k* +m2)“2. There is an isomorphism 
R: H + L*( iR3, C) such that: 
~,,(,~)=(2n))~‘*Re ‘(Ru)(k)e”ku”u~k’X’kn’d3k. 
! 
Given a real-valued function h E C: ( W3), define the function F,, : H + R by 
F/,(u)= j h(k) I(R k,’ d3k. 
Note that F,, is analytic on H. Furthermore, given ?E [w and UE H, 
U(t)* F,, = F,, because RU(t) u = eika’Ru. 
We define the functions Fi and corresponding vector fields r, as follows. 
Let {h,} be a sequence of real functions in C,“(rW3) spanning L’([w3, @)* in 
its weak-* topology, and let F, = F,,,. Clearly the map u I-+ R-‘(2ih,Ru) is 
continuous and linear from H to H and can be identified with an analytic 
vector field on H, which we denote by vi. 
It is well known that if t’, IV E T,H are identified with vectors in H by 
translation: 
w(v, w) = Im 
I- 
RvRwk;’ d3k. 
Thus if M’ E T,,H, 
dFj(w)=2Re~hjRu%k;‘d3k=w(vj,w), 
as claimed. 
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Statement (1) is proved as follows: 
407 
o(u,, uj) = Im 5 Ro,qk;’ d3k=4 Im 1 hihj lRu[‘k;’ d3k=0. 
To prove statement (2), we show that the space L c T,H is isotropic for 
all u E D, where D c H is the set of u such that Ru is a.e. nonzero. An 
argument as in [Z] shows that the complement of D is of first category 
in H. Suppose that u E D and u E T,H. Then if L’ E L, 
2 Re h,R&k;’ d3k=0 
I 
- 
for all i, which implies that RuRu is a.e. imaginary, since {hi} spans 
L1([w3, UZ)*. Thus given u and u’ in L, Ru% (Rul’ is a.e. real, so by the -. 
definition of D, RuRw IS a.e. real. It follows that 
a( v, H’) = Im 
5 
Ru%k; ’ d ‘k = 0 
as was to be shown. m 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 1. We follow the arguments of Marshall, Strauss, and 
Wainger [6,7]. For brevity we use cp rather than cp,, to denote the unique 
distributional solution of ( 0 + m2) cp = 0 with (cp, @)I ‘lo = ,, = U. By conser- 
vation of energy, IIpIl LT,L~ 1) < C Ilull n, so it suffices to show that 
Il(PlILJ(L6)G c IId”. 
Note that 
B~b~(t,~)=~-b~~~(tB)u,+B~~b+‘~sin(rB)u,. 
dV= kicb+” d3k on the surface {k, = Let dV denote the measure 
(k* + m2)li2} in M,. Then 
B-‘~(2, x) = (271 
where 
F(k) = (2n)-3’2 f (Bu, - h*)(k) eik-x d’x. 
In other words, Bebq = Re &?, where A denotes the usual Poincare- 
invariant inverse Fourier transform on M,, up to a constant. Suppose that 
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h, p, and q satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 6 below. Then using that 
lemma and the Plancherel theorem, it follows that 
llB-hdl LF(LV) G I64 ,Lq.Lu, G c I/U L%dC,) = CIjBp’h+“i2(Bu, -iu,)ll,, 
hence 
I( B” pb’ “PII Lr,Lq,<c IIBu,-iuzllz. 
In particular, we may choose b = i, p= 3, and q= 5. The Sobolev 
inequalities then imply 
IIvIl~+~,dc llBL’4cpII ~~,~~,~~‘Il~~,-~~~II~=~II~/I~, 
as was to be shown. 1 
LEMMA 6. If q > 2 and the following hold, 
b=5 ( I-’ > 
2 -1, 
4 
2 1 1 
-<p 
3 ( --- > 2 
< 1, 
q 
(11) 
(12) 
then 
II FGII .~.P(LI) G C I/F11 LW,). 
Proof of Lemma 6. By duality and an argument 
[14], it is enough to show that 
IIE * d^vll LP,Lr,G c II&,LV)~ 
where l/p + l/p’ = 1, l/q-+ l/q’ = 1. 
given by P. Tomas 
Note that if f(s)= IlF(;(s, .)I\,,. and k(t) is such that I/h *d^V(t, .)li,< 
k(t) Ilhll,, for all he Lq’(R3), then 
IIP* till LP(Lq) 6 Ilk * f II LP,R,’ 
Young’s inequality implies that 
Ilk * f Ilp G Il~ll,,r Ilf II&?/ = Il~ll,.2 lIEI LP’(L4). 
Thus to prove the lemma it suffices to show that kE L”“(R) for some k 
such that 
Note that 
Ilh * d^V(t, . III, < k(t) Ilhll,~. 
A*&‘([, .)=B-~h+‘)eirEh. 
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Given r E II! and z E @, let 
p(& f) = B-I-+ ‘)p, 
We will show by interpolation that /P(b, .)))LY,LY~LP;2([W). 
Note, first, that if Re(z) = - 1, the Plancherel theorem implies 
IIP(z, t)ll . Lo Lo < 1. Second, as we show below, 
V’(3/2, t)ll L~,LX <ct-‘(I +t)-“ln(2+t) (13) 
for all t>O. Moreover, [S], for all ~E(FB, (1%‘(j,,.,.,,<c(l+ 1~1’). 
Composing these operators we conclude that 
if Re(z) = $. The space BA40 plays the role of L s in complex interpolation 
theory [S]. Therefore by the Stein interpolation theorem, P(b, tj maps 
L9’( lR3) to L”(Iw3) and 
where EE [0, 1 J, b= 5&/2 - 1, and l/q = (1 - ~)/2; hence E = 1 -2/q. It 
follows that )I P(b, t)l/ Lq’q Lq E Lpi2 if q > 2 and ( 11) and ( 12) hold. 
Now let us show that (13) holds. By the definition of P(z, t), 
P(+, t)f= B-5.2ei'B'=G(t, -) * f, 
where 
Thus it is enough to show that for some constant C, 
/G(t,x)l ~Ct-L(1+t)-L;21n(2+t) 
for every x E [w3. Let R = 1(x/I and Y = 11 k 11, Using spherical coordinates, it 
follows that 
G(r, x) = 4rr la’ j’ k; 5’2eiko’errRcosqr2 sin cp dq dr 
0 0 
8lr = 
=- R 
s 
k;51’2eik0*r sin(rR) dr. o 
8Tl X2 
=- 
s itR o 
ko3j2 f (erko’) sin(rR) dr, 
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and integrating by parts gives 
It follows that (G(t, x)1 < ct ’ for 0 < t < 1. For r B 1 we have 
7.z 
G(f,x)=y[’ eik~r~dr-~jo’$(eikof)3S~~~~)dr 
0 0 0 
81ci E 87t =- 
I e 
i&O, cos(rR) 
t 0 --gTdr+;r j 
x eipc,, 3 cos(rR) dr 
0 0 2k;!2 
87~ = 
-7 I cos(k,t) 
15r sin(rR) dr. 
t- 0 4Rk;” 
Denote the three terms in the last expression by I,, I?, and I,, respectively. 
It is easy to see that IZ21, \I,\ <Ct-3’2, since 
Thus we only need to prove that (I, ( < Ct - 3;2 In( I + I) or 
J= x k,3’2e’k0’cos(rR) dr 6 ct- “’ ln( 1 + t), 
for r 2 1. J can be estimated as follows: 
J< I j 
0 
~&l+~f^eik~‘!??$!dr~ 
0 0 r 
/I 
I 
e l&or x 6 
0 
%d!$! dri + c j r ~ 3.2 dr 
0 , 
I 
d 
II= 
eks 
cos(rR) 
0 --p-dr +2ct-L’2. 
0 
To estimate the integral 
I= 
s 
’ eikor cos(rR) dr 
0 
k3’2 ’ 
0 
we use the following: 
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LEMMA 7. (1) If h is a function on an interval [a, b] such that h” > A > 0, 
then 1 If: eihqr) dxl < 81-“*. (2) rf h is a function on an interval [a, b] such 
rhat h” 2 0 and h’ 2 fi > 0, then IJf: eih’+’ dxl ,< 4j ~ ‘. 
Proof This is due to Van der Corput; see [ 151. 1 
Let 
H(s, t) = 1: @‘or cos(rR) dr = 1: i (ei’ko’+rR) + er’k’J- rR’) dr. 
We have 
I=H(t, ~)(tZ+m2)p3~4+j’H(r, t)rk;7:2dr. 
0 
From Lemma 7 and (d2/dr2)(ko t f rR) = tm2k;‘, we have 
(H(r, t)/ < ct-‘;‘2k~2. 
Therefore 
IH(t, t)(tZ+m2)-3!4) <ct-‘T’ 
and 
<c’tr”* ln(t + t); 
so for some constant c, 111 6 ct- ‘!’ In( 1 + t). 1 
Proof of Lemma 2. Recall that K(t) g = B- ’ sin( tB) g. It is easy to see 
that if Re(z) = - 1, 
II~-~=~(~)gll2~ lItAl:. 
As we show below, 
IlB-3’2Nf)glIJI <m(t) Ilgll,, 
where 
Cl - 112 
m(t) < 
if tE (0, l/m]; 
ct --3i2 ln( 1 + t) if tE [l/m,oo). 
(14) 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, the Stein interpolation theorem implies that 
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whereeE[O,l],b=5&/2-1, l/q=(l-&)/2,andk(t)satisfies 
k(t)< 
ct-“~’ if tE (0, l/n7]; 
et P3E,2(ln( 1 + t))” if TV [l/m, CC). 
Thus, 
IIB-‘K(t) ~“gll,~W lW”gll,~, 
which implies that 
I14t)glIq,,bk(t) llgllq~.r~, 
where Y = r’-b= r’+ 1 - 5.~12. Taking 6 = ~12, we obtain the desired 
estimate. 
To prove (14) it suffices to show that 
Il~~~,~~*~ll,~ll~~~~~~ll, lIgll, ~m(~Hlslll7 
where 
(15) 
From the proof of Lemma 1 we already know that I[( t, x)1 < 
cte3:’ ln( 1 + t) if t > l/m. We only need to show that I1(t, x)1 < ctP”* for 
t E [0, l/m]. Letting s = R/t and u = k,t, we can rewrite (15) as 
Ifsa$then 
In the case of s d $, we divide the integral for J( t, x) into three parts J,, 
Jz, and J3, given by 
JL=jK s-‘UP3i2sinusinudu, s-z 3 
s-2 3 
J, = s s-‘umm3’2 sinu sin r du, 2 
where v = s \/n. 
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Since u-~,‘~ is a decreasing function for u E [sP2j3, cc ), and 
(d/du)(uf u) 2 4, the second intermediate value theorem and Lemma 7 
imply that 
For u E [2, ,-2:3] the function s-‘u~“* sin D is decreasing since 
noting that D cot L’ < 1, where ~1 E [0, i]. By the second intermediate value 
theorem, this implies 
Finally, it is trivial that 
Combining these estimates gives ]Z(t, x)] Q ct-I;* when TV (0, l/m]. 1 
As Marshall, Strauss, and Wainger have shown [7], with further work 
one can remove the logarithmic term from the statement of Lemma 2 and 
the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2. 
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